Pattern Generation by Dissipative Parametric Instability
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Nonlinear instabilities are responsible for spontaneous pattern formation in a vast number of natural and engineered systems, ranging from biology to galaxy buildup. We propose a new instability mechanism leading to pattern formation in spatially extended nonlinear systems, which is based on a periodic antiphase modulation of spectrally dependent losses arranged in a zigzag way: an effective filtering is imposed at symmetrically located wave numbers \( k \) and \( -k \) in alternating order. The properties of the dissipative parametric instability differ from the features of both key classical concepts of modulation instabilities, i.e., the Benjamin-Feir instability and the Faraday instability. We demonstrate how the dissipative parametric instability can lead to the formation of stable patterns in one- and two-dimensional systems. The proposed instability mechanism is generic and can naturally occur or can be implemented in various physical systems.
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The formation of patterns in nonlinear physical and biological systems represents the conceptually important idea of how simple objects can self-evolve into complex structures through instabilities. Spontaneous pattern formation in a variety of nonlinear spatially extended systems is initiated by modulation instabilities (MIs): the homogeneous state becomes unstable with respect to growing spatial modulation modes in a given range of wave numbers [1]. Possibly the best-known class of MI is the Benjamin-Feir (BF) instability, originally introduced in fluid dynamics [2,3] and later identified in different areas of science, such as plasmas [4], nonlinear optics [5–7], and other fields (see, for example, the review [1]). The physical essence of the BF instability is that some spatial modulation modes with symmetric wave numbers \( k \) and \( -k \) can synchronize with the strong homogeneous mode with \( k = 0 \) due to a nonlinear frequency shift in self-focusing (modulationally unstable) media, and, thus, can experience exponential growth.

Another fundamental MI—ubiquitous in physics—is the Faraday instability, which has been known since even before the BF instability. This instability results from the periodic modulation in time of an appropriate dispersive parameter of the system [8]. Faraday unstable modes oscillate at half the frequency of the parametric forcing. The Faraday instability can be understood as a synchronization of the growing modes at \( k \) and \( -k \) with the homogeneous mode through the periodic parametric driving. Specifically, when a parameter is time modulated at frequency \( 2\omega_0 \), the modes grow if their wave numbers \( k \) and \( -k \) satisfy the nonlinear dispersion relation \( \omega_0 = \omega(k) \).

The Faraday instability has been observed in a variety of systems: it was originally seen in vertically shaken fluids [8], and later in periodically modulated chemical systems [9], vertically shaken granular media [10], periodically modulated Bose condensates [11,12], and nonlinear fiber optics. In the latter case, the modulation of nonlinearity or dispersion in time (piecewise or in a continuous manner) can initiate instability [13–16] and lead to pattern formation [17–19]. Typically, the Faraday instabilities and patterns are studied in BF-stable systems. However, they can also appear as additional instabilities in BF-unstable cases [20].

In this Letter, we propose a new type of instability, which we call the dissipative parametric instability. While it shares some features with the BF and Faraday instabilities, the dissipative parametric instability is also very distinct from these two classical cases.

In various applications, both the BF and Faraday instabilities and the associated nonlinear pattern formation can be described using a very generic model, the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation [21] (CGLE), which (in the case of one spatial dimension) reads

\[
\frac{\partial A}{\partial t} = \mu A + (b - id) \frac{\partial^2 A}{\partial x^2} + (ic - s)|A|^2 A,
\]

where \( A(t,x) \) is the complex field amplitude distributed in space \( x \) and evolving in time \( t \), \( \mu \) is the gain coefficient, \( s \) and \( c \) are the saturation and nonlinearity coefficients, and \( b \) and \( d \) are the diffusion and defraction coefficients. In the case of Faraday instability, defraction \( d(t) \) and/or nonlinearity \( c(t) \) are periodic functions of time. Note that the
modulation in time of dissipative parameters, such as \( \mu, s \), or the diffusion \( b \) (which effectively acts as dissipation for large \( k \) components), does not result in Faraday instability. In conservative systems, such as nonlinear fibers and Bose-Einstein condensates, both the BF and Faraday instabilities are studied within the framework of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE), the conservative limits of the CGLE.

The linear stability of the homogeneous solution of the CGLE with periodic coefficients can be studied using the Floquet stability analysis. The homogeneous state \( A_{hs} = A_0 \exp(i\mu|A_0|^2t) \), in which \( \mu = s|A_0|^2 \), is weakly perturbed by modulation modes \( a_{+k}(t) \exp(ikx) \) and \( a_{-k}(t) \exp(-ikx) \), such that \( a_{+k}(t), a_{-k}(t) \ll |A_0|^2 \). Calculating numerically the amplitudes of perturbations after one modulation period, building a matrix map of a resonator round-trip, and diagonalizing it (see Supplemental Material [22] for details) allows us to calculate the Floquet multipliers \( F \). A mode \( k \) is considered unstable when at least one of the absolute values of its multipliers is greater than 1. In order to visualize the instability spectrum, we plotted \( \max(|F(k)|) \).

The BF instability, in the CGLE and in its conservative limit (NLSE), is a long-wave instability, because the band of unstable wave numbers always extends from limit (NLSE), is a long-wave instability, because the band
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FIG. 1. (a),(c) Floquet spectrum calculated using the Floquet stability analysis of the homogeneous solution of the CGLE; instability occurs above the horizontal continuous line. (b),(d) The dynamics of complex amplitude \( a(k) \) of the most unstable mode (indicated by dashed vertical lines on the instability spectrum) is calculated by direct integration of the CGLE. Arrows indicate the direction of temporal evolution. The parameters used are \( \mu = 1, s = 0.3, b = 0.1 \times 10^{-6} \), with full integration time \( T = 1 \). In the case of the BF instability [(a),(b)] \( c = 1, d = -3 \times 10^{-6} \). In the case of the Faraday instability [(c),(d)] \( c = 4.85, d_1 = 5 \times 10^{-6}, d_2 = 1 \times 10^{-6} \); a piecewise modulated diffraction coefficient is also considered, i.e., \( d = d_1 \) for \( 0 < t < 0.2 \) [orange line on (d)], \( d = d_2 \) for \( 0.2 < t < 0.4 \) (red line), and so on.

term remains positive on average at every instant of time; i.e., the losses are never converted into gain.

Such antiphase spectrally modulated losses can occur in periodic (cyclic) systems with spectrally shifted dissipative components. In the one-dimensional case, dissipative parametric instability can arise in transmission fiber systems, lasers, or amplifiers, in which dissipative elements (such as filters) are imposed in alternating (zigzag) order in the frequency domain [25,26]. A laser is a natural example of a system exhibiting dissipative parametric instability if the frequency reflectivity profile of one mirror is shifted with respect to that of the other mirror; see Fig. 2(b). Such detuning results in periodic antiphase losses at every half-cavity round-trip.

Another possibility is to implement alternating losses in the wave number domain. This could be realized in transverse nonlinear optics, such as self-imaging resonators [27] or self-imaging arrays of lenses, if access is possible to the far field distribution at different positions along the resonator. Selective losses for the \( +k \) and \( -k \) components
can be imposed by placing corresponding spatial filters; see Fig. 2(c). The dissipative parametric instability could also be implemented in dissipative Bose-Einstein atomic or exciton-polariton condensates in semiconductor microcavities [28]. In the first case, velocity- (momentum-) resolved losses have to be imposed; in the second case, Bragg mirrors with suitable reflectivity profiles must be used [Fig. 4(a), Supplemental Figs. 5(a) and 5(c)].

We calculated the properties of the dissipative parametric instability in a system described by Eq. (1), modeling without loss of generality the dissipative elements as super-Gaussian spectral filters, $f_{1,2}(k) = \exp[-(k \pm k_0)^8/\sigma^8]$. The specific spectral shape of the filter function is not critical for the properties of the dissipative parametric instability. We performed the Floquet analysis for losses that were periodic in time and antiphase in the $k$ domain (see Fig. 3). The parameters used in the calculations are $\mu = 1$, $\kappa = 0.2$, $c = 3.5$, $b = 0.1 \times 10^{-6}$, $d = 5 \times 10^{-6}$, $k_0 = 1822.1$ and $\sigma = 1885$; the modulation period is fixed, $T_f = 2$, except in Fig. 3(d) where $T_f$ has been varied.

The dissipative parametric instability band starts from $k = 0$, Fig. 3(a), which makes its spectrum similar to the BF instability [compare with Fig. 1(a)]. We stress that the system considered on average as well as in every instant of time remains in the BF-stable regime. At the same time, the dissipative parametric instability spectrum has several tongues, as in Fig. 3(a) and 3(d), which is characteristic to the Faraday instability. We note that the dissipative parametric instability spectrum could be also tailored to make modes with small wave numbers stable, or to modify the number of instability tongues by changing the dissipation function, such as its shift over frequency and the modulation period over time.

As in Fig. 3(b), on average, the amplitudes of the unstable modes grow exponentially, but they oscillate synchronously with the external forcing like in the case...
of the Faraday instability and unlike the monotonic evolution of BF instability (see Supplemental Fig. [22] for comparison). The complex amplitudes of the modulation modes perform looping in the phase space synchronized with the external modulation of dissipation, as in Fig. 3(c). The evolution in the phase space for the dissipative parametric instability is different from the cases of both the BF and Faraday instabilities.

Despite the fact that, similar to the BF case, modes with wave numbers close to zero are unstable [see Figs. 3(a) and 3(d)], the dissipative parametric instability exhibits different scaling laws compared to the BF instability. Indeed, whereas in the case of BF instability the instability spectrum does not scale over the modulation period (system length) [7], the scaling is well pronounced in the case of dissipative parametric instability, as depicted in Fig. 3(d). To characterize the scaling law, we phenomenologically assumed the parametric resonance condition, as for the Faraday instability, by imposing that the first unstable mode oscillates in time at frequency \( \omega_f/2 \), with \( \omega_f \) as the frequency of the forcing and where wave number \( k_{\text{inst}} \) is related to \( \omega_f/2 \) through the dispersion relation. The resulting analytically derived scaling law (see the Supplemental Material [22]) coincides well with the numerical calculation, Fig. 3(d).

How and why the dissipative parametric instability emerges becomes clear through the calculation of the generalized phase \( \Phi = \varphi_{+k} + \varphi_{-k} - 2\varphi_0 \), where \( \varphi_{+k} \) and \( \varphi_{-k} \) are the phases of the modes with wave numbers \( +k \) and \( -k \), respectively, and \( \varphi_0 \) is the phase of the homogeneous mode. For a BF-stable system, if the dissipation is not modulated, the generalized phase \( \Phi \) evolves freely over time; this results in periodical growth and decay of amplitudes of modulation modes depending on the instantaneous phase, in such a way that the period-average amplitude remains the same. In the conservative limit, such periodically oscillating modes are well known under the name of Bogoliubov–De Gennes excitations (i.e., the sound waves of a condensate) [29].

The situation is completely different when the modes at \( +k \) or \( -k \) are periodically damped in a zigzag fashion. In this case, at the instant of time during which the damping is applied the generalized phase is reset to the value at which the amplitude is growing; see Fig. 3(e). Despite the increased dissipation on average, the exponential growth of the unstable modes sets in. We directly checked that such dynamics cannot be sustained if both modes were damped in phase. In this way, the dissipative parametric instability is fundamentally different from the Faraday instability, where the modes at \( +k \) and \( -k \) are modulated in phase.

The dissipative parametric instability eventually leads to pattern formation. For one-dimensional systems, we provide an example, in Fig. 3(f), of a stable pattern evolved from the homogeneous solution. The character of the final patterns crucially depends on nonlinearity through the saturation of the amplitudes of unstable modes. Typically, stable and regular periodic patterns are excited; however, depending on the parameters, dynamic irregular patterns are observed, which are characterized by a permanent creation and annihilation of the pulselike localized structures during the temporal evolution (see Supplemental Fig. 4 [22]).

The increase in nonlinearity leads to a decrease of the wave number of the modulation pattern; the increase of the modulation period \( T_f \) and the dispersion coefficient \( d \) have the same effect, in agreement with Supplemental Eq. (9) [22].

Furthermore, an increase of the filters’ width or a reduction of their separation leads to a lower modulation wave number; however, a minimum separation is needed in order to excite the instability.

More comments on the patterns’ characterization, stability, and temporal evolution can be found in the Supplemental Material [22].

The dissipative parametric instability is of generic nature and could also be realized in higher-dimensional systems. An example is a two-dimensional system that is stable with respect to the BF instability, and where we apply the profile of the dissipation function in a zigzagging manner, as depicted in Fig. 4(a). As a result [see Fig. 4(b)], the dissipative parametric instability appears with a corresponding instability spectrum and leads to pattern

![FIG. 4. (a) Zigzagging losses in wave number space \((k_x, k_y)\), (b) the instability area in \((k_x, k_y)\) space as obtained by the Floquet analysis, and (c) 2D intensity patterns. Parameters are \( \mu = 0.2, d = 0.05, b = 0.08, c = 0.35, s = 0.3, T_f = 5\pi, \) and \( \sigma = 1.0905 \). Losses are centered at \( k_{0x} = -1, k_{0y} = +1 \). (d) By setting \( b = 0 \), the pattern becomes irregular in space and nonstationary in time.](image-url)
formation. Different patterns could be obtained depending on the system parameters, varying from completely stable and regular modulation patterns, as in Fig. 4(c), to irregular ones, as in Fig. 4(d). The resulting periodic patterns in saturated regimes (when they are stable) are of wave numbers within the area in $k$ space, where the losses are modulated. The dissipative parametric instability in 2D spatial systems could be controlled by managing the shape of the dissipation function with significant flexibility. (Further examples of two-dimensional patterns are reported in the Supplemental Material [22]).

In conclusion, we proposed and examined the dissipative parametric instability, a novel type of instability that can lead to pattern formation. The dissipative parametric instability occurs as a result of the periodic-in-time anti-phase (zigzagging) modulation of the spectral losses in the wave number (or frequency) domain. We have shown that this novel instability can lead to the formation of stable patterns in one- and two-dimensional systems. The dissipative parametric instability is generic and can occur in various physical systems, including fiber optics, lasers, and Bose-Einstein condensates.
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